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 We thoroughly enjoy working with Anglian, we find you all incredibly professional, knowledgeable, and helpful with the patience of a saint (as I can be a pain at times), we look forward to working with you on further projects. This is the first time during a build project I feel at ease, and do not feel like I need to constantly be onsite to monitor works. Phil has genuinely put together an exceptional team !
read moreread less
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 Brilliant service: quick, efficient, polite, professional response. Ryan was incredibly helpful in helping to diagnose and sort out the problem with my suction, meaning I did not have to lose a day’s work. Highly recommend these guys.
read moreread less
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 Anglian Dental listen to clients and problem solve to produce a fantastic result. Anglian Dental have done a fantastic job and I would highly recommend them to anyone who is planning to do any form of project within their dental practice.
read moreread less
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 We have known the team at Anglian Dental for many years - they are all super helpful and will always go the extra mile to help us out. From advice on the telephone to get us out of a fix, general service and repairs... cannot recommend them highly enough.
read moreread less
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 Great Customer Service from Murray at Anglian Dental today. I was having problems with the suction pump on my chair, and called Anglian Dental in order to arrange an engineer visit. After explaining the problem, Murray talked me through how to fix the issue step-by-step, without having to get an engineer in. And did not charge me anything for the advice! Would highly recommend them to anyone.
read moreread less
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 I’d say that Anglian were professional, thorough, and very efficient. We asked a few companies to look at our design concept and Anglian responded most quickly, they were the most approachable and there were no barriers when it came to dealing with Anglian.
read moreread less
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 Anglian were very amenable. They listened to everything I wanted and needed. They were realistic about pricing and timeframes and I honestly didn’t have any issues throughout the build.
read moreread less
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 I would recommend Anglian Dental 150% for professionalism, for quality of work, and for communication, three of the most important things you need when setting up a dental practice.
read moreread less
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 Friendly, approachable, family values.
read moreread less
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 Fantastic company, true experts in their field and no job is too much for them to carry out. I would highly recommend Anglian Dental.
read moreread less
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 A fantastic service from start to finish. The whole team at Anglian has helped us in an emergency and with routine servicing, I would highly recommend them
read moreread less
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 Great service and great final results!
read moreread less
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 I would describe the service as competent, fair and thorough.
read moreread less
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 Professional, Friendly, reliable , knowledgeable company.
read moreread less
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 Very professional, helpful, willing to share good advice to get the best outcome possible.
read moreread less
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 The team at Anglian Dental have provided excellent service to me and my team in both the service of current equipment and the purchase of new equipment - I would absolutely recommend them.
read moreread less
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 Murray and his team were very helpful and knowledgeable, I’m very happy with the install of a new surgery!
read moreread less
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 I’m part of the Women Dentists’ Network and a few women on there had recommended Anglian Dental so we got Murray and his amazing team to come in and do the refurb. We genuinely didn’t know Murray and his team were in the building, to the point where patients were saying ‘What do you mean you’re having building works?’ The most important thing is not having to be closed for a long time and minimal interference with the patients. Anglian managed to accommodate that really well. I would always recommend Anglian and I have done. The advantage of using Anglian Dental over other firms I looked at is I was literally looking for a one-stop shop. Murray’s team said we’re going to plan it for you, we’re going to build it for you, we’re going to source all the cabinets for you, we’re going to deal with the finance for you, everything was sorted.
read moreread less
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 Excellent service of our dental chairs, suction unit, compressor and x-ray equipment. The engineers Luke and James were very knowledgeable and professional. It was actually a pleasure to get the equipment serviced by Anglian Dental - keep up the excellent work.
read moreread less
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 Highly recommend Will go out of their way to ensure any urgent jobs are seen to. Thanks Murray & team and Anglian keep it up the good service
read moreread less
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 Fantastic Service from Anglian Dental!We had a callout from one of the engineer's from Anglian Dental and while he was working on one of the dental chairs, one of the other chair's suction broke and he had a look at it and found a broken pipe. He then went out of his way to fix both of the dental chairs and made sure they were up and running for me. He was fantastic! Professional, friendly and polite - just what you want in an engineer. I can't remember his name, but he visited us at Together Dental Country Park, last week and definitely deserves a pat on the back.
read moreread less
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 Excellent service like always.

Personal and professional 100%
read moreread less
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 Highly recommendWill go out of their way to ensure any urgent jobs are seen to.Thanks Murray & team and Anglian keep it up the good service
read moreread less
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 Excellent service like always.Personal and professional 100%
read moreread less
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 Contacted Anglian Dental after we had been quoted an extortionate amount for a job from another company. Anglian Dental were quick, efficient and very reasonably priced. Will definitely use them again.
read moreread less
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 Murray was extremely helpful in diagnosing a problem with suction machine and saved me a lot of money when the easy solution would have to been to suggest buying a new one.
read moreread less
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 We use Anglian Dental for all of our repairs and installations within the practice. We always recieve great service and incredible turn around times. We recently had a new RO Machine installed by James who was very professional, polite and got the job done as quickly as possible with the least disruption. Thanks Anglian!
read moreread less
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 5 stars to Anglian Dental! We have have just replaced 2 X-ray units without any hassle whatsoever! The engineers were on the doorstep at 8.00am as arranged (as compared to the BT engineers who failed to turn up on 2 separate occasions after I had got up at 6.00 to be at the surgery at 8.00 am.) They worked the surgeries alternately, allowing us to see patients in the other one, no queries, no problems, I hardly saw them the whole day until the installation was completed. All working perfectly except for slight 'wander' on one machine - the engineer came back the next day and all fine. I first used Anglian Dental 30 years ago when it was being run by Graham Welch - his sons are now in charge and have carried on the business like their father did - no task too little or too great, prompt replies to queries, total reliability and first-class work on all occasions, always putting the customer first. Sincere thanks again!
read moreread less
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 In response to my original negative review, Anglian responded in an exemplary way and we have had our Zoom meeting which was extremely helpful.
read moreread less
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 I have run my practice for 20 years and I can honestly say that the level of service that Murray and his team offer is second to none. They are honest individuals, prompt and more importantly... know their stuff
read moreread less
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 Our suction unit broke down last week I called Anglian Dental they were with me on the same day within hours fitted a loan pump and having a new one installed this week .Murray and his tean are ace and always there to help us in crisis would recommend them to any one Thank you so much Eileen at Ecladent
read moreread less
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 Very professional Customer Service from Amanda. Anglian Dental is a great company, not many companies are willing to sponsor items for Dental Mission Trips and Anglian Dental has very willingly sponsored 5 boxes of Nitrile gloves to us. Cheers Amanda and her team at Anglian Dental for being so quick to respond to my requests and for supporting a great cause!!
read moreread less
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 I have been to one of the dentists and the appliances are amazing
read moreread less
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 Nick, Murray and his team are always helpful and quick with support and advice. It’s been great working with them.
read moreread less
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 Professional. Good knowledge. Knew what to do and caused minimal disruption.
read moreread less
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 Anglian Dental offer a prompt, professional, quality service. This is a three generation family business who I have dealt with for 25 years. The key to their success has been to stick with the founding philosophy of 'keeping your practice going'. Three generations later they still keep my practice going both on a regular maintenance basis and also as a speedy responsive service to emergency breakdowns. They know what they're doing and are very pleasant to deal with. The business has expanded to include surgery installations and surgery supplies which they also carry out with a high level of professionalism. I cannot recommend this company more highly; thank you Anglian Dental.
read moreread less
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 Matt from Anglen Dental very knowledgable and professional # great service.
read moreread less
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 Highly recommend them. Fantastic service and went above and beyond. Murray was extremely helpful and both Duncan and Michael were very professional. Thank you all !!!!
read moreread less
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 A huge thank you to Anglian Dental for coming so promptly and looking after the issues I had with my dental chair. Very friendly office staff at the end of the phone. Helpful engineers!!Definitely recommend!!!
read moreread less
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 A big thank you to Anglian Dental ( Nick) for coming out to us in in such short notice. Thank you for the repair. Its greatly appreciated.
read moreread less
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 Very good service with professional engineers.
read moreread less
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 Very happy with the service. customer service team specially Elena is so professional. And it is super easy to deal with them. honestly i recommend Anglia Dental. Thank you guys for all you have done for my dental office
read moreread less
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 Great service from Anglian Dental team. Murray is always helpful and managed to send an engineer urgently and the issue was fixed on the same day. Prompt service and I highly recommend Anglian Dental.
read moreread less
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 Always a call away when something is wrong, friendly and professional, great company!
read moreread less
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 Murray and his team are always prompt and happy to help especially if needed urgently. Would recommend them highly
read moreread less
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 First rate design and support. As Co-Founder of Smilepod chain of dentists we have used Anglian on all our projects and have been totally satisfied.
read moreread less
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 Very happy with these guys. Always professional and courteous with solving any problem.
read moreread less
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 I came across Anglian Dental 15 years ago and have since then always considered them as a first point of call. From the smallest equipment enquiry and servicing to a whole practice build. I am always highly recommending them to whoever might need their helping hand and advice.The team have always been polite, of good nature and will go the extra mile to make sure your project, regardless of its size, gets completed to your satisfaction.Anglian Dental have been helping many of my friends and other dental practice owners for decades and their success have been generated mainly by word of mouth. The whole team are honest and will make sure that you happily call back to them year after year for more support and other dental practice related projects. They are very experienced and knowledgeable and will save you a lot of heartache if you involve them from the start of your project. But, do not hesitate to call them if you ever need to get out of existing troubles as they will hold your hand all the way to a safe place. Anglian Dental is a family company with traditional core values but with the capabilities and a wide network that will match many large dental corporate businesses.
read moreread less
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 Fantastic company, service and speedMy old dental chair completely broke.The team were fantastic at getting a replacement out ASAP, especially as it happened just before the bank holiday weekend.Was all done in under a week, came in early for minimal patient disruption, and competitively priced.Very pleased
read moreread less
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 Anglian Dental have been our long trusted engineers for over 20 years. A good solid reliable service who attend promptly when required. The Welch brothers can be depended upon for good advice and a quality service. In addition to maintenance and repairs I can vouch for their excellent surgery installations.
read moreread less
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 Anglian Dental have been professional throughout the whole process and have provided us with a smart, new streamlined surgery. They managed the entire installation from start to finish, and we wouldn't hesitate to use them again for future projects.
read moreread less
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 Southgate Dental/Referral practice, have used Anglian Dental for many(20) years. They are extremely professional,helpful and polite.On every occasion that we have required help with our surgery equipment, we have received this via the phone or a call out visit which isalways very prompt. They also work hard to fit in around our Dentists working hours, causing minimal disruption to our clinical sessions.Murray is patient and great in helping us with any problems via the phone (Has come to the rescue many times over the last twenty years)Nick is very knowledgeable and personable, he attends the practice before opening hours and deals with the problem or problems professionally and always explains the repairsDuncan is an exceptional engineer he attends the practice very promptly, finds the problem and resolves it.He works hard, very personable, extremely helpful a credit to Anglian DentalPractice Manager
read moreread less
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 Always polite professional honest and great to deal with.
read moreread less
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 Very professional and and good workmanship.
read moreread less
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 Professional approach, friendly team, organised and punctual.
read moreread less
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We are delighted to announce that Anglian Dental are now an A-dec authorised dealer 
 
 




Click here to read more






 

 








































 

 
































